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Let Abe a smooth rank K distribution

It is smooth inthesense that

APEC FX XK E U sit

Dq span Xiq stag Aged

i e F local frame JD neap T

for PEM is there a submanifold S containing pst

Tgs Dq tats

Frobeniusthy Asmooth rank k distribution D is integrable

iff it's involutive

by29 If Sis an integral submanifold containing P
and X Xu is alocal framed DnearP on 0
Then Xi ith aretangent toS and span TS

Tqs span Xia Aug Ag ESAU
And so Sti xD Eci Xe whee ch ECC
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Dis involutive



4 Suppose D is involutive

Outline Are Proof

steps Let Xin idk bea local frame ofDonU neap
Soweknow Xi xD Eco Xe where closeCoco

Then Fnhbd TZU of P andanother local frame
911 idk of A s t Yi 9,3 0

questionon Assignat6

stent fifth embedding A t.in ta to Alter tn EM

with theproperty that 1 A or io P

2 YI Yi
Became A isanembedding theimageof Aisa submanifold withthe

property thatthetangentspace ofthesubmanifold is spannedby Yi
so it's anintegral submanifold containingP

Stef wewillshow 7 achart Ey 8 6 an nearp s t

Zi Yi

If so then supposeDCE isacute
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Anteph letold Porin

Spe yh pls I p

Whichis a submanifold
containingp

T g
asmooth frame forSp
Sp is an integralsubmani

AD containing P

In fact forany get with p q q
ri

gu

Sq is x que thigh is an integral
submanifold ID containing q

We say that the coordinate chat To is
flat for D

Def D is completely integrable if I flat
Chart near everypoint

Completely integrable integrable
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frobeninsthm strengthened

completely integrable integrable involutie completely
integrable

proof

Steph Let Yu Yu be a local frameY D on U need
s t Yi y 20 for kik K

forsimplicity suppose K 2
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let Eso and TE0beanghbd Ps.t
F G C E E x T M

Define A C E E M
tis to FtoGs P Goff P

Fix torso define Jfl it AA.ct.is Ilyas
s

Elias Bla
or equivalently it'sthe velocityvectorofthe cave isbasisforTuasD

tts Alt so at t to

8 go
dtdk.to ft G P Y'actors

similarly gf yo a leg
Gs0ft P 92Actors

3 Axcans Ystad
Since Yi andYe are linearly independent Aisam
immersion andso Aislocally onembedding So 7 ELE

S t AC E E is a submanifold of M containing P withthe

property that Tgs Span It Of span big 923

so 5 is an integral submanifold AD containing P



Stay Recallthat 9,192 is a local commuting framed D

nearPond
WIS F chart nearP Sit 22 for Eliz

Let Vid beachart near Pst ICP o
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ThenBy the inverse functiontheorem 4 isa local diffeomorphism

onan.hbd GET A P and so defines a chat neap

WII Wrt the chat 4 the first two coordinate
vectorfields are 9 and92

t
d

Y
fq.gr oicoio.aiq4 GigÉ

similarly day gg ofay a coma am

Yzq

Fyi 1 In isthecoordinate
basis wit

to

491,921
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is the coordinate basis

wrt to 4

E 4 is flat forb neap
after shrinking so that Ucf is ache



CotangentBunde
let M be a manifold and let PEM

dualrectors

Def Tp'M f TPM IR I fisliner scorers

Recall fromlinear Algebra TIM isalso an n dimensional

rectorpace

let vii nun beabasis ofTPM
Define O ETIM by O Vi S's

Then 0 on isabasis Tp M called dual basis

of Erin in

Define a correctorfield as a choice of corrector inTIM ateach
pointP amap Prg OETAM

IntraducingEinstinnotatin

1 Vectors Vi coefficient ofvector at
corrector Oi coefficient of corrector bi

fact



Idea If index i appears twice one up and theother isdown

and you aresumming overtheindex i then theobject will be
basis independent

Exandle let VETpM and Ot Tp M
so vigaivi and O

j.io
basisindependent

q

2 É O EM 3 EngypEisner
Tp

2 If an index appearstwice one up andtheotherdown

then the isdropped and assumed

Why is x's xn written with theindex up

VETPM Vaal Vi whereai V03

wewant tomake achoice Ja corrector at everyPoint PEM



Def define the cotangent bundle TM Dent'M

e a if if
we have thenaturalmap T.AM M

i POp to p whereOpetPM

We define a topology ont'M inthe followingway

Let Vip be a chartmM and define thebijectivemap

I TAU NU x IR
i POp to x th Ci ien s t

D Citip
where a'p ramp

isthedual basis of

Elp Gale

calledthe dual basis



Choose theunique topology onto thatmakes 8 a

homeomorphism thistopology isindependent ofthecoordinatemap0

Then define the following topology mTAM

T A EMM ARAU ismen into
forany Chart 010

shout in a topology ont'M Etc

Also Thecollection ofcharts Ctu BB is a

Co atlas ont'M making it a 2n dimensional smooth
manifold

Define a section W ATM asa map W M T'M
satisfying How Idm
This iscalled a 1 form differential l form

Def Asmooth I form W is a C section ATM

pacg pgmy



Exandlyoftforms

let fec M define df M TM by

dflp P Afp
WETAM

Afp TPM if
i V ts v Cf

Check liner

Recall that fap Tp Ms Tap R
Godescribes howfast f charges

Proposition Let fe CRM Then forPEM andXpet

fa p Xp Afp Xp lap

Proof Let Idi IR IR Let ae Rst

fi p Xp a

top

a add
a

Id fap xp Id

Xp Id of

XpCf

Afp Xp



I
since we identify Tap IR with IR Via

a flap a

we also call df the differential of f

pfectmpracraaat.mn
Solve exercisesabove

for the proofofstep3 let E Jan be thecoordinate

basis art and Ey Fyn be thecoordinate basis

wrt 4 Find The relation between them

If ft CTM is d f asmooth I form

let fear howdoes It relate with the
standard derivative f from firstyear Calcales

one define dxidy.dz to be thedifferential of
the projection maps Showthat ateach point P

dap dap da isthe dual basisof ftp.gyp 341



fi IR IR f x y z they
Write af in terms of the standard dual basis dxidy.dz

Showthat forany fec S2 Ifp o forsomePes


